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Ryvers School requested that Pinnacle provide fitted storage
solutions for classrooms, student storage and a training room.
Pinnacle rose to the task and came up with the ideal solution to
improve the school’s storage and create efficient use of the space.
The classroom was decorated

These TeacherWalls were large

in white which gave it a light,

and provided a lot of storage

spacious atmosphere and a

for the teachers as they had

streamlined white TeacherWall

a mixture of shelving and tray

was installed which blended in

storage to accommodate all

well with its surroundings. This

types of teaching materials.

was a six module TeacherWall

However, the subtle matt white

in a matt finish with sliding

finish ensured they didn’t

whiteboard doors, tray storage

visually encroach on

and cupboards with shelving.

classroom space.

The same 6m wide design was
then installed in three other
classrooms.
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SPECIFICATION
• Installation of TeacherWalls
LOCATION
• Slough, Berkshire
SCOPE OF WORKS
• LockerWalls
• TeacherWalls

The Pinnacle team also installed
a 4.2m wide TeacherWall with
one full height cupboard and four
low level cupboards in a teacher
training room. Two of the units
had gratnell trays with sliding
whiteboard doors above to
provide a writing surface
for training sessions. This
TeacherWall was in a smart grey
finish with accent colours to
provide interest and variety

to the room. To provide a locker
solution for the students, the
team installed two runs of backto-back LockerWalls in the
corridor consisting of 176 lockers
with number discs. The base
colour of the LockerWall was an
understated grey with random
doors highlighted in dark blue,
pale blue and lime, which created
a stunning design to give wow
factor in the corridor.
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